
Faramund, descendant of Joseph Rama Theo, the 

son of Jesus Christ 
 

For now, I won’t try to build this line on Family Search, because the nutters and 

predators at Family Search keep deleting Joseph Rama Theo because he was the 

son of Jesus Christ and Mary Magdalene.  The Greeks knew that the Gods could 

have mortal children, but some of the Christians seem to go insane whenever they 

are presented with that particular idea.  Many of the Christians have rejected God’s 

anthropomorphic and physical nature and origin. 

https://philosophy-of-science.com/Faramund-descendant-of-Joseph-Rama-Theo 

http://fabpedigree.com/s068/f083133.htm 

  

         / -- poss.  Joseph ben JACOB   + ====> [ 166 ,,qD,&] 

         |   | or: poss. Tiberius Julius Abdes Panthera 

         |   | OR: poss. Elohim, GOD of I.   + ====> [ 2] 

         /    | or: Father in the Holy Trinity 

        / -- prob.  Yehoshua ben YOSEF the SAVIOUR 

        |  \  | OR: poss. source: Yeishu ben P.   + ====> [ 2] 

        |  |  | or: poss. Yehuda of GALILEE 

        /   \ -- Mary `Holy Mother'   + ====> [ 164 ,,qd] 

       / -- Joseph RAMA-THEO 

       |  \  | OR: Alain `li Gros' the GRAIL-KING   + ====> [ 169 ,,qD,&] 

       |  \ -- prob.  Mary MAGDALENE   + ====> [ 154 ,,qdY] 

       /     | OR: poss. source: Sophia of W.   + ====> [ 8] 

      / -- Josue (Bishop) the GRAIL-KING 

      |  \  | or: Alphanye (Josue's son) 

      /   \ -- poss.  Elis of BRITAIN   + ====> [ 216 ,,qD,&] 

     / -- Aminadab (bar JOSHUA; DESPOSYNI) the GRAIL-KING 

    / -- Cathaloys (Cartheloys Carcelois) the GRAIL-KING 

    |  \   / -- Coel I (King) of BRITAIN   + ====> [ 218 ,,qY,&] 

    |  |  / -- poss.  Lleurig (Lucius) MAWR (King) of EWYAS 

    |  |  /   \ -- Ystradwl of SILURIA   + ====> [ 218 ,,qD,&] 

    |  \ -- poss.  Eurgen 
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    |   \  / -- Eurgen ap MEURIG of TRINOVAN.   + ====> [ 218 ,,qY,&] 

    |   \ -- poss.  Gladys (Gwladys) verch EURGEN of SILURIA 

    |    \ -- poss.  daughter of King Coel   + ====> [ 219 ,,qY,&] 

    /       | or: (NN), daughter of Meric and Julia, q.v. 

   / -- Manael (Manuel) the GRAIL-KING 

  / -- Titurel (Titure) the GRAIL-KING  (? - 250+) 

 / -- Boaz (Anfortas Enfertez) 

/ -- Frotmund the GRAIL-KING (FISHER-KING) 

/    | OR: Frotmund [alt ped]   + ====> [ 245 ,,q,&] 

- Faramund (of the GRAIL-MYTH) 

\                   

\ -- poss.  Hatilde (Princess) of FRANKS 

 

Anyway, there it is, from King Pharamond to Jesus Christ through Joseph Rama 

Theo, the son of Jesus Christ and Mary Magdalene. 

I LOVE documenting and building lines back to Adam in a public setting because I 

feel like I’m helping a lot of people complete their family tree whenever I do.  But, 

when it comes to Family Search, I hate how the nutters and predators are free to 

destroy and delete these lines and family trees from Family Search after I and 

others have got them working right on Family Search. 

https://www.familysearch.org/ 

The primary benefit of Family Search is that it is free for anyone to use.  The fatal 

flaw of Family Search is that there is no way to lock or defend your family tree once 

you have entered it into Family Search.  Anything can be deleted at any time.  

There’s no way to win. 

That’s why my primary goal has been to get my genealogy and my lines back to 

Adam off of Family Search where they cannot be deleted nor destroyed by the 

nutters and predators at Family Search. 

Someday, I could try building all these lines on Family Search, and then try to save 

each one on Ancestry.com before it gets deleted.  The problem with Ancestry.com 

is that it’s a paid service, and not everyone can afford the annual fees.  But, if I 

could get all of this onto Ancestry.com, then it would be impossible for the nutters 

and predators to delete it and destroy it. 

Mark My Words 
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